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Signal MC samples

•Official production.
•Pythia8, PDF:CTEQ6L1
•Ignore phases of Yukawa 

couplings, set PMNS real.

•Type III Seesaw:
•C. Biggio, F. Bonnet, EPJ 

C72, 1899 (2012),  
arXiv:1107.3463. 

•Vector-Like Leptons:
•S. Martin, J. Wells, PRD 86, 

035017 (2012),
arXiv:1206.2956

4

Mass 
N0/N+/- 

Total Cross 
Section(fb)

3 Lepton 
Cross 

Section(fb)

 95  GeV 781 32.8

100 GeV 1419 210.0

120 GeV 1676 346.9

160 GeV 575.7 133.6

200 GeV 82.8 18.8

300 GeV 22.7 5.9

500 GeV 3.6 1.0

December 21, 2012 – 15 : 34 DRAFT 5
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Figure 2: Branching fractions of N0 as a function of mass.

Particle Ve Vµ Vτ

N0 0.055 0.063 0

N± 0.055 0.063 0

Table 1: Type III Seesaw model couplings.

• Fourth lepton: the highest pT lepton remaining in the event. It is mostly likely to have originated124

from the direct or cascade decay of the N0.125

Events are furthermore categorised according to the flavour of the third and fourth leptons.126

2 Type III Seesaw Model Signal Monte Carlo127

2.1 Generation128

The Lagrangian of the Type III seesaw model is determined using FeynRules [6]. This is an add-on to129

Mathematica to produce Feynman rules and couplings. Actual coupling values we used are listed in Table130

1 The decay widths of the new heavy fermions are calculated from the Feynman rules using Branching131

Ratio Inquiry / Decay Generated Events (BRIDGE) [7], which depends on various model parameters132

such and mixing angle and couplings. The results are used in the calculation of matrix elements.133

MadGraph5 is used to calculate the matrix elements for each process while MadEvent is used to134

simulate the initial scattering and decay of the new heavy fermions. Pair production cross sections135

calculated in MadGraph5 is are shown in Table 2. Pythia8 is used to more realistically simulate the136

underlying physics by adding initial/final state radiation (ISR/FSR), and decays of the Z and W bosons137

to the events simulated in MadEvent. For this study we generate all possible decay modes that give rise138

to three or more leptons (described in Sec. 1). To ensure at least 3 leptons in the event, a generator filter139

is applied in Pythia that requires that the event must contain 3 true electrons or muons with pT > 4 GeV140

and η < 3.0. The efficiencies of this 3-lepton filter are listed in Table 3.141

2.2 Simulation and Digitisation142

The details of the initial scattering event produced by MadEvent are used to propagate all particles though143

a detailed geometric model of the ATLAS detector. The interactions between particles and matter along144

with pair production and particle showering are simulated using Atlfast II. This is acceptable in this145

analysis as there are no requirements on jets or missing transverse energy in the event.146

Friday, 17 January 14
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Cross Sections and Branching Ratios

(a) Cross section for pair production of l0l0

via DY.
(b) Branching fractions for decays via
mixing with SM leptons.

Note that the model only has l0±; cross sections are quite small.

Martin and Wells, ����.����

David Yu (LBL) Multilepton/VLL - Vector-Like Leptons LBL Annual Meeting ���� �� / ��

Vector leptons

23 Nov. 2010 Ahmed ABDELALIM - L+X meeting 

Gauge-mediated (GM) interactions of f and f * 

Pythia 

Λ = 5 TeV 
GM  

CI  

Only gauge-mediated 
decays in Pythia 

Λ = 5 TeV 

•  Three gauge-mediated decay modes for e* :  
•  ν + W          2 j +         or  l + 
•  e + Z           e +2 j  or  e + 2 l 
•  e + γ 

•  e + γ gives a high branching ratio 
•  Final state: e + e + γ 

5 

ℓ𝓁*→ℓ𝓁ff

ℓ𝓁*→ℓ𝓁γ, ℓ𝓁Z,  νW

Excited leptons,  ℓ𝓁*

N→νH  

N→ℓ𝓁W

N→νZ

Heavy neutrinos
Similar decay tables
ℓ𝓁γ, ℓ𝓁Z,  νW,	  νZ,  ℓ𝓁W,
but different Br values
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Looking for events with 
multiple leptons
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first - general search, model independent

CMS (8TeV):    CMS-PAS-SUS-13-002 

ATLAS (8TeV): ATLAS-CONF-2013-070

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1599719
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1599719
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1562898
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1562898
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A: 3 or 4 leptons (e,µ,𝜏had)

B: 0 or 1 𝜏had

E: Large or small hadronic HT (sum of jets pT, >30GeV)

F: 0 or ≥1 b-jets

D: on/off-Z:  m(ℓ𝓁+ℓ𝓁-‐)<75 / [75,105] / > 105 GeV

C: number of Opposite-Sign - Same Flavor pairs

G: Missing ET < 50 / [50,100] / > 100 GeV

64 signal regions (AxBxCxDxExFxG)
with different number of expected events
populated with different backgrounds

Leading lepton: pT>20GeV
Other leptons : pT>10GeV
pT(𝜏had)>20GeV
All prompt and isolated

 CMS-PAS-SUS-13-002

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1599719
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1599719
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 Irreducible background: WZ/ZZ, tt̅+V

  estimated from MC , validated on data

Reducible background  with fake lepton (W/Z/WW+jets, tt ̅, etc)

  estimated from data 

4.3 Background from tt̄ Production 5

in the same way as was done for tt̄. To correct the Emiss
T resolution, we subdivide the Emiss

T
distribution as a function of the number of vertices and HT in the event. A large number of
vertices in an event indicates a larger extraneous energy in reconstructed objects due to pileup.
This stochastic contribution results in worse Emiss

T resolution.

On the other hand, a larger HT indicates higher jet activity, leading to systematically larger tails
in the Emiss

T distribution due to mis-reconstruction. We model the Emiss
T for events without real

Emiss
T (from neutrinos) as a sum of Rayleigh distributions given by

p(x) = Â
ij

Wij
x

s2
ij

e�x2/2s2
ij (1)

where “i” represents the number of vertices in the event and “j” indicates the HT bin, and the
weight Wij is the fraction of events in the bin. Coefficients sij are fitted for and characterize the
Emiss

T resolution in both dilepton data and the simulation. We then smear the Emiss
T in simulation

on an event by event basis to match the coefficients with data. The magnitude of the correction
to the Emiss

T in simulation samples due to the additional smearing varies from a few percent to
as high as 25%. The systematic uncertainty is obtained by studying the migration of events due
to the additional smearing.

The simulation is checked against control samples. We validate this procedure by comparing
with data samples enriched in WZ-production, the dominant contribution to trilepton signa-
tures from diboson+jets. WZ samples can be selected by requiring three leptons, 50 GeV <
Emiss

T < 100 GeV, and an on-shell Z i.e. an OSSF pair with the invariant mass satisfying
75 GeV < m`` < 105 GeV and HT < 200 GeV.

Figure 1 shows the Emiss
T distribution in the WZ control region. These backgrounds are well

modeled by the simulation.
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Figure 1: Distributions for Emiss
T in the WZ and opposite sign eµ dilepton tt̄ control regions.

4.3 Background from tt̄ Production

This background contribution is estimated from simulation after careful validation in the sin-
gle lepton and dilepton control regions enriched with tt̄. We correct the simulation to match
measured lepton efficiencies and the Emiss

T resolution. The single lepton control region requires
one isolated muon with pT > 30 GeV, at least three jets, one of which must satisfy a medium

Background composition varies 
strongly between signal regions

 CMS-PAS-SUS-13-002

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1599719
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1599719
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5 Results and their Interpretation
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the expected and observed numbers of three- and four-lepton events
after the Emiss

T and HT requirements. Categorization of events into separate channels used in
the fitting procedure uses finer Emiss

T binning. The channels have been combined into coarse
Emiss

T bins to make the table more succinct.

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 also show the observations and SM backgrounds in additional control
regions, namely the non-signal regions with Emiss

T < 50 GeV and/or HT < 200 GeV combined
with or without a Z candidate in the event. Furthermore, the channels are classified according
to the number of t candidates as well as the number of b-jets (columns) which shows the larger
background for events including hadronic t decay candidates and no b-jets.

The observed number of events in the channels we examine is largely consistent with expecta-
tions.

Selection Emiss
T N(th)=0, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=1, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=0, Nb�jets�1 N(th)=1, Nb�jets�1

4 Lepton Results obs exp obs exp obs exp obs exp
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (100,•) 0 0.01 ± 0.03 0 0.01 ± 0.06 0 0.02 ± 0.04 0 0.11 ± 0.08
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (50,100) 0 0.0+0.02

�0.00 0 0.01 ± 0.06 0 0.0+0.03
�0.00 0 0.12 ± 0.07

OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (0,50) 0 1e-05 ± 0.02 0 0.07 ± 0.1 0 0.0+0.02
�0.00 0 0.02 ± 0.02

OSSF1 HT > 200 off-Z (100,•) 0 0.005 ± 0.02 1 0.25 ± 0.11 0 0.13 ± 0.08 0 0.12 ± 0.12
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (100,•) 1 0.1 ± 0.06 0 0.5 ± 0.27 0 0.42 ± 0.22 0 0.42 ± 0.19
OSSF1 HT > 200 off-Z (50,100) 0 0.07 ± 0.06 1 0.29 ± 0.13 0 0.04 ± 0.04 0 0.23 ± 0.13
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (50,100) 0 0.23 ± 0.11 1 0.7 ± 0.31 0 0.23 ± 0.13 1 0.34 ± 0.16
OSSF1 HT > 200 off-Z (0,50) 0 0.02 ± 0.03 0 0.27 ± 0.12 0 0.03 ± 0.04 0 0.31 ± 0.15
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (0,50) 0 0.2 ± 0.08 0 1.3 ± 0.47 0 0.06 ± 0.04 1 0.49 ± 0.19
OSSF2 HT > 200 off-Z (100,•) 0 0.01 ± 0.02 - - 0 0.01 ± 0.06 - -
OSSF2 HT > 200 on-Z (100,•) 1 0.15 ± 0.16 - - 0 0.34 ± 0.18 - -
OSSF2 HT > 200 off-Z (50,100) 0 0.03 ± 0.02 - - 0 0.13 ± 0.09 - -
OSSF2 HT > 200 on-Z (50,100) 0 0.8 ± 0.4 - - 0 0.36 ± 0.19 - -
OSSF2 HT > 200 off-Z (0,50) 1 0.27 ± 0.13 - - 0 0.08 ± 0.05 - -
OSSF2 HT > 200 on-Z (0,50) 5 7.4 ± 3.5 - - 2 0.8 ± 0.4 - -

Table 1: A comparison of the number of observed events with the background expectation for
19.5 fb�1 of 2012 data. The labels going down the side refer to whether or not there are OSSF
pairs, whether or not Z ! `+`� was excluded (below-Z means mll < 75 GeV, above-Z means
mll > 105 GeV, on-Z means mll between 75 and 105 GeV), and the HT and Emiss

T requirements.
Labels along the top of the table give the number of th candidates, 0 or 1 and the number of
b-jets which is 0 or �1. All channels are exclusive. Note that the upper limits presented in this
analysis have been obtained using channels defined with finer segmentation in Emiss

T .

5.1 Systematic Uncertainties and Statistical Procedures

We discuss the sources of systematic uncertainty on the signal acceptance times efficiency and
how they impact the search sensitivity before extracting upper limits on the contributions from
physics outside the SM. Table 5 lists the salient systematic effects and the resultant uncertain-
ties. All channels share systematic uncertainties for luminosity, renormalization scales, parton
distribution functions, and trigger efficiency. The precision in estimating lepton selection ef-
ficiencies increases with lepton pT. For a typical slepton co-NLSP signal scenario which has
leptons with pT in excess of 20 GeV, the lepton identification and isolation efficiency system-
atic uncertainty is ⇠ 1.5% per lepton. Overall, the total systematic uncertainties on the vari-
ous signal channels vary between 3% and 40%, including lepton efficiency uncertainties, b-tag
uncertainties, Emiss

T uncertainties and the luminosity uncertainties. The ISR uncertainty is es-
timated by studying how the signal events migrate between the HT bins when additional HT
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Selection Emiss
T N(th)=0, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=1, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=0, Nb�jets�1 N(th)=1, Nb�jets�1

4 Lepton Results obs exp obs exp obs exp obs exp
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (100,•) 0 0.11 ± 0.08 0 0.17 ± 0.1 0 0.03 ± 0.04 0 0.04 ± 0.04
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (50,100) 0 0.01 ± 0.03 2 0.7 ± 0.33 0 0.0+0.02

�0.00 0 0.28 ± 0.16
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (0,50) 0 0.01 ± 0.02 1 0.7 ± 0.3 0 0.001 ± 0.02 0 0.13 ± 0.08
OSSF1 HT < 200 off-Z (100,•) 0 0.06 ± 0.04 3 0.6 ± 0.24 0 0.02 ± 0.04 0 0.32 ± 0.2
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (100,•) 1 0.5 ± 0.18 2 2.5 ± 0.5 1 0.38 ± 0.2 0 0.21 ± 0.1
OSSF1 HT < 200 off-Z (50,100) 0 0.18 ± 0.06 4 2.1 ± 0.5 0 0.16 ± 0.08 1 0.45 ± 0.24
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (50,100) 2 1.2 ± 0.34 9 9.6 ± 1.6 2 0.42 ± 0.23 0 0.5 ± 0.16
OSSF1 HT < 200 off-Z (0,50) 2 0.46 ± 0.18 15 7.5 ± 2 0 0.09 ± 0.06 0 0.7 ± 0.31
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (0,50) 4 3 ± 0.8 41 40 ± 10 1 0.31 ± 0.15 2 1.5 ± 0.47
OSSF2 HT < 200 off-Z (100,•) 0 0.04 ± 0.03 - - 0 0.05 ± 0.04 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 on-Z (100,•) 0 0.34 ± 0.15 - - 0 0.46 ± 0.25 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 off-Z (50,100) 2 0.18 ± 0.13 - - 0 0.02 ± 0.03 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 on-Z (50,100) 4 3.9 ± 2.5 - - 0 0.5 ± 0.21 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 off-Z (0,50) 7 8.9 ± 2.4 - - 1 0.23 ± 0.09 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 on-Z (0,50) *156 159 ± 34 - - 4 2.9 ± 0.8 - -

Table 2: A comparison of the number of observed events with the background expectation for
19.5 fb�1 of 2012 data. The labels going down the side refer to whether or not there are OSSF
pairs, whether or not Z ! `+`� was excluded (below-Z means mll < 75 GeV, above-Z means
mll > 105 GeV, on-Z means mll between 75 and 105 GeV), and the HT and Emiss

T requirements.
Labels along the top of the table give the number of th candidates, 0 or 1 and the number
of b-jets which is 0 or �1. All channels are exclusive. Note that the upper limits presented
in this analysis have been obtained using channels defined with finer segmentation in Emiss

T .
Channels marked with an asterisk are used as control regions and are excluded from the limit
calculations.

Selection Emiss
T N(th)=0, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=1, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=0, Nb�jets�1 N(th)=1, Nb�jets�1

3 Lepton Results obs exp obs exp obs exp obs exp
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (100,•) 5 3.7 ± 1.6 35 33 ± 14 1 5.5 ± 2.2 47 61 ± 30
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (50,100) 3 3.5 ± 1.4 34 36 ± 16 8 7.7 ± 2.7 82 91 ± 46
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (0,50) 4 2.1 ± 0.8 25 25 ± 9.7 1 3.6 ± 1.5 52 59 ± 29
OSSF1 HT > 200 above-Z (100,•) 5 3.6 ± 1.2 2 10 ± 4.8 3 4.7 ± 1.6 19 22 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 below-Z (100,•) 7 9.7 ± 3.3 18 14 ± 6.4 8 9.1 ± 3.4 21 23 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (100,•) 39 61 ± 23 17 15 ± 4.9 9 14 ± 4.4 10 12 ± 5.8
OSSF1 HT > 200 above-Z (50,100) 4 5 ± 1.6 14 11 ± 5.2 6 6.8 ± 2.4 32 30 ± 15
OSSF1 HT > 200 below-Z (50,100) 10 11 ± 3.8 24 19 ± 6.4 10 9.9 ± 3.7 25 32 ± 16
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (50,100) 78 80 ± 32 70 50 ± 11 22 22 ± 6.3 36 24 ± 9.8
OSSF1 HT > 200 above-Z (0,50) 3 7.3 ± 2 41 33 ± 8.7 4 5.3 ± 1.5 15 23 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 below-Z (0,50) 26 25 ± 6.8 110 86 ± 23 5 10 ± 2.5 24 26 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (0,50) *135 127 ± 41 542 543 ± 159 31 32 ± 6.5 86 75 ± 19

Table 3: A comparison of the number of observed events with the background expectation for
19.5 fb�1 of 2012 data. The labels going down the side refer to whether or not there are OSSF
pairs, whether or not Z ! `+`� was excluded (below-Z means mll < 75 GeV, above-Z means
mll > 105 GeV, on-Z means mll between 75 and 105 GeV), and the HT and Emiss

T requirements.
Labels along the top of the table give the number of th candidates, 0 or 1 and the number
of b-jets which is 0 or �1. All channels are exclusive. Note that the upper limits presented
in this analysis have been obtained using channels defined with finer segmentation in Emiss

T .
Channels marked with an asterisk are used as control regions and are excluded from the limit
calculations.

due to initial state radiation is injected. We take this additional HT distribution from a dataset
where the jets are expected to originate from ISR. The associated uncertainty ranges between
0 % and 10 % depending on the mass point and channel under consideration. Cross section

4 leptons
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Selection Emiss
T N(th)=0, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=1, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=0, Nb�jets�1 N(th)=1, Nb�jets�1

4 Lepton Results obs exp obs exp obs exp obs exp
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (100,•) 0 0.11 ± 0.08 0 0.17 ± 0.1 0 0.03 ± 0.04 0 0.04 ± 0.04
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (50,100) 0 0.01 ± 0.03 2 0.7 ± 0.33 0 0.0+0.02

�0.00 0 0.28 ± 0.16
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (0,50) 0 0.01 ± 0.02 1 0.7 ± 0.3 0 0.001 ± 0.02 0 0.13 ± 0.08
OSSF1 HT < 200 off-Z (100,•) 0 0.06 ± 0.04 3 0.6 ± 0.24 0 0.02 ± 0.04 0 0.32 ± 0.2
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (100,•) 1 0.5 ± 0.18 2 2.5 ± 0.5 1 0.38 ± 0.2 0 0.21 ± 0.1
OSSF1 HT < 200 off-Z (50,100) 0 0.18 ± 0.06 4 2.1 ± 0.5 0 0.16 ± 0.08 1 0.45 ± 0.24
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (50,100) 2 1.2 ± 0.34 9 9.6 ± 1.6 2 0.42 ± 0.23 0 0.5 ± 0.16
OSSF1 HT < 200 off-Z (0,50) 2 0.46 ± 0.18 15 7.5 ± 2 0 0.09 ± 0.06 0 0.7 ± 0.31
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (0,50) 4 3 ± 0.8 41 40 ± 10 1 0.31 ± 0.15 2 1.5 ± 0.47
OSSF2 HT < 200 off-Z (100,•) 0 0.04 ± 0.03 - - 0 0.05 ± 0.04 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 on-Z (100,•) 0 0.34 ± 0.15 - - 0 0.46 ± 0.25 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 off-Z (50,100) 2 0.18 ± 0.13 - - 0 0.02 ± 0.03 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 on-Z (50,100) 4 3.9 ± 2.5 - - 0 0.5 ± 0.21 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 off-Z (0,50) 7 8.9 ± 2.4 - - 1 0.23 ± 0.09 - -
OSSF2 HT < 200 on-Z (0,50) *156 159 ± 34 - - 4 2.9 ± 0.8 - -

Table 2: A comparison of the number of observed events with the background expectation for
19.5 fb�1 of 2012 data. The labels going down the side refer to whether or not there are OSSF
pairs, whether or not Z ! `+`� was excluded (below-Z means mll < 75 GeV, above-Z means
mll > 105 GeV, on-Z means mll between 75 and 105 GeV), and the HT and Emiss

T requirements.
Labels along the top of the table give the number of th candidates, 0 or 1 and the number
of b-jets which is 0 or �1. All channels are exclusive. Note that the upper limits presented
in this analysis have been obtained using channels defined with finer segmentation in Emiss

T .
Channels marked with an asterisk are used as control regions and are excluded from the limit
calculations.

Selection Emiss
T N(th)=0, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=1, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=0, Nb�jets�1 N(th)=1, Nb�jets�1

3 Lepton Results obs exp obs exp obs exp obs exp
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (100,•) 5 3.7 ± 1.6 35 33 ± 14 1 5.5 ± 2.2 47 61 ± 30
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (50,100) 3 3.5 ± 1.4 34 36 ± 16 8 7.7 ± 2.7 82 91 ± 46
OSSF0 HT > 200 NA (0,50) 4 2.1 ± 0.8 25 25 ± 9.7 1 3.6 ± 1.5 52 59 ± 29
OSSF1 HT > 200 above-Z (100,•) 5 3.6 ± 1.2 2 10 ± 4.8 3 4.7 ± 1.6 19 22 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 below-Z (100,•) 7 9.7 ± 3.3 18 14 ± 6.4 8 9.1 ± 3.4 21 23 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (100,•) 39 61 ± 23 17 15 ± 4.9 9 14 ± 4.4 10 12 ± 5.8
OSSF1 HT > 200 above-Z (50,100) 4 5 ± 1.6 14 11 ± 5.2 6 6.8 ± 2.4 32 30 ± 15
OSSF1 HT > 200 below-Z (50,100) 10 11 ± 3.8 24 19 ± 6.4 10 9.9 ± 3.7 25 32 ± 16
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (50,100) 78 80 ± 32 70 50 ± 11 22 22 ± 6.3 36 24 ± 9.8
OSSF1 HT > 200 above-Z (0,50) 3 7.3 ± 2 41 33 ± 8.7 4 5.3 ± 1.5 15 23 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 below-Z (0,50) 26 25 ± 6.8 110 86 ± 23 5 10 ± 2.5 24 26 ± 11
OSSF1 HT > 200 on-Z (0,50) *135 127 ± 41 542 543 ± 159 31 32 ± 6.5 86 75 ± 19

Table 3: A comparison of the number of observed events with the background expectation for
19.5 fb�1 of 2012 data. The labels going down the side refer to whether or not there are OSSF
pairs, whether or not Z ! `+`� was excluded (below-Z means mll < 75 GeV, above-Z means
mll > 105 GeV, on-Z means mll between 75 and 105 GeV), and the HT and Emiss

T requirements.
Labels along the top of the table give the number of th candidates, 0 or 1 and the number
of b-jets which is 0 or �1. All channels are exclusive. Note that the upper limits presented
in this analysis have been obtained using channels defined with finer segmentation in Emiss

T .
Channels marked with an asterisk are used as control regions and are excluded from the limit
calculations.

due to initial state radiation is injected. We take this additional HT distribution from a dataset
where the jets are expected to originate from ISR. The associated uncertainty ranges between
0 % and 10 % depending on the mass point and channel under consideration. Cross section
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Selection Emiss
T N(th)=0, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=1, Nb�jets=0 N(th)=0, Nb�jets�1 N(th)=1, Nb�jets�1

3 Lepton Results obs exp obs exp obs exp obs exp
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (100,•) 7 11 ± 4.9 101 111 ± 54 13 10 ± 5.3 87 119 ± 61
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (50,100) 35 38 ± 15 406 402 ± 152 29 26 ± 13 269 298 ± 151
OSSF0 HT < 200 NA (0,50) 53 51 ± 11 910 1035 ± 255 29 23 ± 10 237 240 ± 113
OSSF1 HT < 200 above-Z (100,•) 18 13 ± 3.5 25 38 ± 18 10 6.5 ± 2.9 24 35 ± 18
OSSF1 HT < 200 below-Z (100,•) 21 24 ± 9 41 50 ± 25 14 20 ± 10 42 54 ± 28
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (100,•)l 150 152 ± 26 39 48 ± 13 15 14 ± 4.8 19 23 ± 11
OSSF1 HT < 200 above-Z (50,100) 50 46 ± 9.7 169 139 ± 48 20 18 ± 8 85 93 ± 47
OSSF1 HT < 200 below-Z (50,100) 142 125 ± 27 353 355 ± 92 48 48 ± 23 140 133 ± 68
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (50,100) *773 777 ± 116 1276 1154 ± 306 56 47 ± 13 81 75 ± 32
OSSF1 HT < 200 above-Z (0,50) 178 196 ± 35 1676 1882 ± 540 17 18 ± 6.7 115 94 ± 42
OSSF1 HT < 200 below-Z (0,50) 510 547 ± 87 9939 8980 ± 2660 34 42 ± 11 226 228 ± 63
OSSF1 HT < 200 on-Z (0,50) *3869 4105 ± 666 *50188 50162 ± 14984 *148 156 ± 24 906 925 ± 263

Table 4: A comparison of the number of observed events with the background expectation for
19.5 fb�1 of 2012 data. The labels going down the side refer to whether or not there are OSSF
pairs, whether or not Z ! `+`� was excluded (below-Z means mll < 75 GeV, above-Z means
mll > 105 GeV, on-Z means mll between 75 and 105 GeV), and the HT and Emiss

T requirements.
Labels along the top of the table give the number of th candidates, 0 or 1 and the number
of b-jets which is 0 or �1. All channels are exclusive. Note that the upper limits presented
in this analysis have been obtained using channels defined with finer segmentation in Emiss

T .
Channels marked with an asterisk are used as control regions and are excluded from the limit
calculations.

uncertainties are treated separately based on the uncertainties provided with their calculation.

Source of Uncertainty Uncertainty
Luminosity 4.4%

PDF 14%
Renormalization Scale 10%

Emiss
T Resolution/Smearing: 0 � 50 GeV, 50 � 100 GeV,> 100 GeV (-3%, +4%, +4%)

Jet Energy Scale W±Z 0.5% (WZ)
B-Tag Veto 0.1% (WZ), 6% (tt̄)

Muon ID/Isolation at 10 (100) GeV 11% (0.2%)
Electron ID/Isolation at 10 (100) GeV 14% (0.6%)

Tau ID/Isolation at 10 (100) GeV 2% (1.1%)
tt̄ cross-section/fake rate 50%

WZ normalization 6%
ZZ normalization 12%

Internal conversion fake rate 100%

Table 5: The systematic uncertainties associated with this analysis. The Emiss
T resolution sys-

tematic is given for WZ background on Z for different cuts on Emiss
T and for different cuts on

MT given a cut of Emiss
T > 50 GeV.

To calculate limits on signal parameters and cross sections, we divide the channels shown in Ta-
bles 1, 2, 3 and 4 by lepton flavor and perform a counting experiment using the observed event
yields, the background expectations, and the signal expectations as inputs. We combine the
limits from the channels with the highest individual expected sensitivities, which we require in
aggregate to contain at least 90% of the signal acceptance at the relevant model grid point [18].
We use the LHC-type CLs method in the limit calculation [19–22]. We use log-normal nuisance
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• On-Z  3e/µ      
• On-Z  2 e/µ + τhad 
• Off-Z  3e/µ   
• Off-Z  2 e/µ + τhad 

with on-Z : |mℓ𝓁ℓ𝓁- mZ| < 20 GeV
and off-Z : |mℓ𝓁ℓ𝓁- mZ| > 20 GeV

• HT
leptons: Sum of 3 lepton pT

• HT
jets: Sum of all jet pT

• ET
miss: Missing transverse energy

• meff:  HT
leptons + HT

jets + ET
miss

• Min. pT(ℓ𝓁): pT of 3rd lepton 
• b-tags: number of b-jets  ETmiss	  [GeV]

HT
jets	  

[GeV]

150

0 100 200 300

4 signal regions    X

Variable Signal Region Definition Additional Requirements
Hleptons

T Inclusive �200 GeV � 500 GeV � 800 GeV
Min. p`T Inclusive � 50 GeV � 100 GeV � 150 GeV
Emiss

T Inclusive �100 GeV � 200 GeV � 300 GeV Hjets
T < 150 GeV

Emiss
T Inclusive �100 GeV � 200 GeV � 300 GeV Hjets

T � 150 GeV
me↵ Inclusive �600 GeV �1000 GeV �1500 GeV
me↵ Inclusive �600 GeV �1200 GeV Emiss

T � 100 GeV
me↵ Inclusive �600 GeV �1200 GeV mW

T � 100 GeV, on-Z
b-tags Inclusive � 1 � 2

Table 1: Kinematic signal regions defined in the analysis.

in the detector and is reconstructed as a prompt electron. Events with a reconstructed Z-boson candidate
are referred to as on-Z, and those without such a candidate are referred to as o↵-Z. The resulting four
categories are mutually exclusive.

Several kinematic variables are used to characterize the events that satisfy all selection criteria. The
variable Hleptons

T is defined as the scalar sum of transverse momenta, or pvis
T for ⌧had candidates, of the

three leading leptons. The variable Min. p`T is defined as the minimum pT of the three leading leptons in
the event. The variable Hjets

T is defined as the sum of transverse momenta of all selected jets in the event.
The “e↵ective mass”, me↵ , is the scalar sum of Emiss

T , Hjets
T , and the transverse momenta of all identified

leptons in the event. For events classified as on-Z, the transverse mass using the Emiss
T and the hardest

lepton not associated with a Z-boson candidate is defined as:

mW
T =

q
2p`TEmiss

T (1 � cos(��)) (1)

where �� is the � separation of ` and Emiss
T .

Subsets of selected events are defined based on kinematic properties. The Hleptons
T distribution is

considered for all events in each category. The Emiss
T distribution is considered separately for events

with Hjets
T below and above 150 GeV, which serves to separate events produced through weak and strong

interactions. The me↵ distribution is considered for events with and without a requirement of Emiss
T �

100 GeV and with and without a requirement of mW
T � 100 GeV. Signal regions are also defined based

on the number of b-jets. Increasing lower bounds on the value of each kinematic variable define signal
regions; the lower bounds are shown in Table 1.

6 Background estimation

Standard Model processes that produce events with three or more lepton candidates fall into three classes.
The first consists of events in which prompt leptons are produced in the hard interaction, including the
WZ, ZZ, and tt̄ +W/Z processes. A second class of events includes Drell–Yan production in association
with an energetic �, which then converts in the detector to produce a single reconstructed electron.
A third class of events arises from non-prompt, non-isolated, or fake lepton candidates satisfying the
identification criteria described in Section 4.

The first class of backgrounds is dominated by WZ ! `⌫`0`0 and ZZ ! ```0`0 events. Smaller
contributions come from tt̄ + W ! bb̄`⌫`0⌫`00⌫ and tt̄ + Z ! bb̄`⌫`0⌫`00`00 events. Contributions from
triboson events, such as WWW ! `⌫`0⌫`00⌫ production, are negligible. All such processes are modeled
with the dedicated MC samples described in Section 3. Reconstructed leptons in the simulated samples

5

94 signal regions in total

Lepton category Other variables

Fewer lepton categories, but more
kinematic variables than in CMS paper 

ATLAS-CONF-2013-070

Leading lepton: pT>26GeV
Other leptons : pT>15GeV
pT(𝜏had)>20GeV
All prompt and isolated

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1562898
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1562898
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Flavor Chan. Z Chan. Expected Observed
� 3e/µ o↵-Z 260 ± 10 ± 40 280

2e/µ+ � 1⌧had o↵-Z 1200 ± 10 ± 290 1193
� 3e/µ on-Z 3100 ± 40 ± 500 3199

2e/µ+ � 1⌧had on-Z 17000 ± 40 ± 4000 14733

Table 2: The expected and observed event yields for all inclusive signal channels. The expected yields are
presented with two uncertainties, the first is the statistical uncertainty, and the second is the systematic
uncertainty.
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Figure 5: The Hleptons
T distribution for the o↵-Z (a) � 3e/µ and (b) 2e/µ+ � 1⌧had signal channels.

The last bin shows the overflows. The bottom panel shows the ratio of events observed in data to those
expected from background sources for each bin.

8 Results

Event yields for the most inclusive signal regions in each search channel are presented in Table 2. No
significant deviation from the expected background is observed. The yields for all signal regions are
presented in Tables 6–13 of Appendix A.

The Hleptons
T distributions for the two o↵-Z signal channels are shown in Fig. 5, and the Emiss

T distri-
butions for the same channels are shown in Fig. 6. In that figure, the largest single bin excess is found in
the Emiss

T range of 180� 200 GeV. This deviation corresponds to 2.4�, taking into account statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The me↵ distributions for the two on-Z channels are shown in Fig. 7.

The observed event yields in di↵erent signal regions are used to constrain contributions from new
phenomena. The 95% confidence level (CL) upper limits on the number of events from non-Standard-
Model sources (N95) are calculated using the CLs method [59]. All statistical and systematic uncertainties
on estimated backgrounds are incorporated into the limit-setting procedure, with correlations taken into
account where appropriate. Systematic uncertainties of 10% (20%) on the signal e�ciency are also
included for the � 3e/µ (2e/µ+ � 1⌧had) channels, as described in Section 9. The N95 limits are then
converted into limits on the “visible cross section” (�vis

95 ) using the relationship �vis
95 = N95/

R
Ldt.

Figures 8–15 show the resulting observed limits, along with the median expected limits with ±1�
and ±2� uncertainties. Figure 16 shows the deviations of all observed limits from the corresponding

10

≥ 3 e/µ 2 e/µ + 1 𝜏

 Irreducible background: WZ/ZZ (tt̅+W/Z,Zγ)  - major in 3 e/µ   regions      
- estimated from MC

Reducible background  with fake lepton (W/Z+jets, tt ̅, etc)- major in 2 
e/µ + 𝜏      -‐  estimated from data 

ATLAS-CONF-2013-070
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Figure 17: Deviations of observed yields from expected yields, in units of the total uncertainty on the
expected yield, for all signal regions under study. For the most inclusive signal regions, see Table 2.
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Hleptons
T [ GeV] Observed Expected +1� �1�

+2� �2�
� 3(e, µ), o↵-Z

Inclusive 5.4 4.7 1.7
1.3

3.8
2.1

� 200 1.2 1.6 0.6
0.42

1.4
0.71

� 500 0.37 0.41 0.18
0.13

0.34
0.14

� 800 0.21 0.22 0.068
0.041

0.26
0.059

2(e, µ)+ � 1(⌧), o↵-Z
Inclusive 24 25 7.9

6.1
17

11
� 200 2.8 2.9 0.99

0.74
2.2

1.2
� 500 0.2 0.25 0.15

0.042
0.36

0.092
� 800 0.23 0.25 0.14

0.042
0.32

0.095
� 3(e, µ), on-Z

Inclusive 54 50 17
13

37
22

� 200 8.8 9.1 2.9
2.2

6.2
3.8

� 500 0.9 0.89 0.31
0.27

0.57
0.44

� 800 0.43 0.34 0.16
0.06

0.26
0.12

2(e, µ)+ � 1(⌧), on-Z
Inclusive 280 320 97

77
210

130
� 200 3.9 4.9 1.6

1.2
3.5

2
� 500 0.5 0.37 0.16

0.093
0.21

0.12
� 800 0.22 0.23 0.056

0.039
0.21

0.095

Table 14: Limits in the Hleptons
T bins shown as the upper limit on number of new physics events per

inverse femtobarn (N95/
R

Ldt).

B Tables of expected and observed limits

28

Hleptons
T � [GeV] tt̄ + V(V) VV(V) Reducible Total Observed

� 3e/µ, o↵-Z
200 5.5 ±0.2 ±1.7 64 ±1 ±15 13.6 ±1.9 ±2.3 83 ±2 ±16 66
500 0.29 ±0.04 ±0.09 2.9 ±0.2 ±1.4 0.29 ±0.23 ±0.69 3.5 ±0.3 ±1.5 3
800 0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 0.5 ±0.1 ±0.2 0 +0.69

�0 0.5 ±0.1 ±0.7 0
2e/µ+ � 1⌧, o↵-Z

200 1.01 ±0.07 ±0.31 6.0 ±0.2 ±1.3 121 ±3 ±31 128 ±3 ±31 123
500 0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 0.14 ±0.02 ±0.03 1.7 ±0.4 ±0.8 1.9 ±0.4 ±0.8 0
800 0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.01 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.02 ±0.03 ±0.71 0.03 ±0.03 ±0.71 0

� 3e/µ, on-Z
200 12.1 ±0.2 ±3.6 389 ±4 ±98 28 ±4 ±6 429 ±6 ±99 414
500 0.46 ±0.05 ±0.14 11.0 ±0.6 ±5.3 2.2 ±1.3 ±0.7 13.7 ±1.5 ±5.3 13
800 0.03 ±0.01 ±0.01 0.9 ±0.2 ±0.4 0.3 ±0.2 ±0.7 1.2 ±0.3 ±0.8 3

2e/µ+ � 1⌧, on-Z
200 0.67 ±0.06 ±0.21 20.2 ±0.9 ±5.6 256 ±4 ±66 276 ±4 ±66 215
500 0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 0.5 ±0.1 ±0.2 1.8 ±0.3 ±0.9 2.3 ±0.3 ±0.9 4
800 0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.14 ±0.07 ±0.04 0.1 ±0.1 ±0.7 0.2 ±0.1 ±0.7 0

Table 6: Results for the Hleptons
T signal regions. Results are presented in number of expected events as N

± (stat) ± (syst).

Min. p`T � [GeV] tt̄ + V(V) VV(V) Reducible Total Observed
� 3e/µ, o↵-Z

50 2.2 ±0.1 ±0.7 25.4 ±0.7 ±5.7 3.0 ±0.9 ±0.7 30.6 ±1.2 ±5.8 22
100 0.12 ±0.02 ±0.04 1.64 ±0.15 ±0.32 0.28 ±0.27 ±0.69 2.04 ±0.31 ±0.76 2
150 0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 0.31 ±0.06 ±0.09 0 +0.69

�0 0.34 ±0.06 ±0.70 0
2e/µ+ � 1⌧, o↵-Z

50 0.32 ±0.04 ±0.10 1.9 ±0.1 ±0.4 22 ±1 ±6 24 ±1 ±6 24
100 0.01 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.09 ±0.02 ±0.03 0.4 ±0.1 ±0.7 0.5 ±0.1 ±0.7 1
150 0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.01 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.03 ±0.02 ±0.71 0.04 ±0.02 ±0.71 0

� 3e/µ, on-Z
50 4.1 ±0.1 ±1.2 143 ±3 ±33 7.5 ±2.0 ±1.9 155 ±3 ±33 156

100 0.33 ±0.04 ±0.10 7.7 ±0.6 ±2.4 0.17 ±0.46 ±0.69 8.2 ±0.7 ±2.5 16
150 0.04 ±0.01 ±0.01 1.1 ±0.2 ±0.3 0.16 ±0.18 ±0.69 1.31 ±0.27 ±0.74 4

2e/µ+ � 1⌧, on-Z
50 0.20 ±0.03 ±0.07 7.9 ±0.6 ±2.0 79 ±2 ±21 88 ±2 ±21 51

100 0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.68 ±0.20 ±0.20 1.1 ±0.2 ±0.8 1.8 ±0.3 ±0.8 2
150 0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 0.08 ±0.08 ±0.02 0.03 ±0.03 ±0.71 0.10 ±0.08 ±0.71 0

Table 7: Results for the minimum p`T signal regions. Results are presented in number of expected events
as N ± (stat) ± (syst).
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Number of events expected/observed

95%CL Upper Limit on 
number of BSM events 

(N95 / 1 fb-1)

Tables are available for all kinematic regions
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Figure 8: The observed- and median-expected 95% CL limit on the visible cross section (�vis
95 ) in the

di↵erent signal channels, as functions of increasing lower bounds on Hleptons
T . The ±1� and ±2� uncer-

tainties on the median expected limit are indicated by green and yellow bands, respectively.

expected limits – no significant deviation is observed in any signal region under study. Observed and
expected limits are also presented in Tables 14–21 of Appendix B. The most inclusive signal regions for
Hleptons

T , minimum p`T, me↵ , and number of b-tags are composed of the same events within each channel,
leading to identical limits.

9 Model testing

The �vis
95 limits can be converted into upper limits on the cross section of a specific model as follows:

• Events from the new model are examined at the particle (MC-generator) level and kinematic re-
quirements on the particles are applied. These include the pT and ⌘ requirements for leptons and
jets, and isolation requirements for the leptons. No special treatment for pileup is necessary.

• The number of events passing this selection determines the cross section for the model given the
fiducial constraints, �fid.

• A correction factor must be applied to take into account detector e↵ects. This correction factor,
called ✏ f id, is model-dependent, and is subject to uncertainties from detector resolution, recon-
struction e�ciency, pileup, and vertex selection. This correction factor represents the ratio of the
number of events satisfying the selection criteria after reconstruction to all those satisfying the
fiducial acceptance criteria at the particle level.

• A 95% CL upper-limit on the cross section in the new model is then given by:

�fid
95 =

N95

✏ f id
R

Ldt
=
�vis

95
✏ f id
. (2)
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expected limits – no significant deviation is observed in any signal region under study. Observed and
expected limits are also presented in Tables 14–21 of Appendix B. The most inclusive signal regions for
Hleptons

T , minimum p`T, me↵ , and number of b-tags are composed of the same events within each channel,
leading to identical limits.

9 Model testing

The �vis
95 limits can be converted into upper limits on the cross section of a specific model as follows:

• Events from the new model are examined at the particle (MC-generator) level and kinematic re-
quirements on the particles are applied. These include the pT and ⌘ requirements for leptons and
jets, and isolation requirements for the leptons. No special treatment for pileup is necessary.

• The number of events passing this selection determines the cross section for the model given the
fiducial constraints, �fid.

• A correction factor must be applied to take into account detector e↵ects. This correction factor,
called ✏ f id, is model-dependent, and is subject to uncertainties from detector resolution, recon-
struction e�ciency, pileup, and vertex selection. This correction factor represents the ratio of the
number of events satisfying the selection criteria after reconstruction to all those satisfying the
fiducial acceptance criteria at the particle level.

• A 95% CL upper-limit on the cross section in the new model is then given by:

�fid
95 =

N95

✏ f id
R

Ldt
=
�vis

95
✏ f id
. (2)
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Upper limits on available phase space
are also given, the fiducial efficiencies 
are provided as function of pT and η 
on all leptons

Tables, plots are available for all kinematic regions

ATLAS-CONF-2013-070

All tables are made available as
HEPDATA and as RIVET routine (7TeV)
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Figure 5: Diagrams for decays in the natural Higgsino NLSP scenario (top center), where the
particles in parentheses are soft, the slepton co-NLSP scenario (middle left), the stau-NLSP
scenario (middle right), the T1tttt scenario (bottom left), and the T6ttWW scenario (bottom
right).

scenario [26]. As for the T6ttWW scenario, the official cross sections are used [27] with a flat
30% theory uncertainty.

6.1 Exclusion in the Natural Higgsino NLSP Scenario

We first present a natural Higgsino scenario. Production proceeds through right-handed stop–
anti-stop pairs (strong production) with cascade decays

etR ! bec+
1 , tec0

i (2)

where i = 1, 2. The final decay in all cascades is

10 6 Benchmark Supersymmetric Scenarios

parameters for the signal- and background-estimate uncertainties.

We set 95% confidence level (C.L.) upper limits on the signal parameters and cross sections
using the modified frequentist construction (usually referred to as CLs) [20–22] with the LHC-
style test statistic.

6 Benchmark Supersymmetric Scenarios
SUSY is a suitable model to represent new physics with multiple leptons. Multilepton final
states can arise in several SUSY scenarios. We demonstrate the sensitivity of this search in the
context of five benchmark MSSM scenarios involving superpartners of the leptons (sleptons,
staus), bottom quark (sbottom), and top quark (stop).
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Figure 3: Mass spectra for the GMSB scenarios.

The first three scenarios which will be presented feature the gravitino as the lightest supersym-
metric particle (LSP) that escapes the detector, but differ greatly in the strength of production
mechanism. The fourth and fifth scenarios proceed through production of partners of third
generation quarks, and yield final states enriched with heavy flavor and multiple leptons.

The natural SUSY Higgsino next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) scenario includes
stop squark production with cascade decays to a neutral di-boson pair that can include one
or two Higgs bosons, and missing energy [23]. Depending on the mass choices, the slepton
co-NLSP model can produce squarks and gluinos with relatively large cross sections as well
as weakly interacting particles, which then decay to multiple leptons and large missing trans-
verse energy (Emiss

T ). At the other extreme of relatively low cross section, the stau-NLSP pro-
ceeds through electroweak production of right-handed sleptons, and yields two t leptons and
relatively soft leptons or vice versa. Together, these two scenarios span a range of sensitivities
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Figure 8: 95% C.L. limits on Br(ec0
1 ! h eG) for the natural Higgsino NLSP scenario with fixed
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assuming Br(ec0
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1 ! Z eG) = 1.0 and strong plus weak production. The region to

the bottom left of the contours is excluded. The vertical lines illustrate the chargino-Higgsino
mass; the space to the left of them is unphysical.
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Also available for scenario with
natural Higgsino NLSP (GMSB),
slepton co-NLSP (GMSB);
 T1tttt (SMS) and T6ttWW (SMS)
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Higgs Decay Mode obs exp 1s range
h ! WW⇤ (BR = 23.1 %) 1.58 % 1.57 % (1.02–2.22) %
h ! tt (BR = 6.15 %) 7.01 % 4.99 % (3.53–7.74) %
h ! ZZ⇤ (BR = 2.89 %) 5.31 % 4.11 % (2.85–6.45) %

combined 1.28 % 1.17 % (0.85–1.73) %

Table 7: Comparison of the observed and median expected 95% C.L. limits on BR(t ! ch) from
individual Higgs decay modes along with the 1s uncertainty ranges.

8 Conclusion
We have performed a search for physics beyond the SM using a variety of multilepton final
states. We see good agreement between observations and expectations in channels with large
SM expectations both on-Z and off-Z.

We used SUSY scenarios as benchmarks for new physics with multiple leptons. We were able
to probe new regions of the natural Higgsino NLSP, slepton co-NLSP, stau-(N)NLSP, T1tttt,
and T6ttWW scenarios. In the absence of any indication of new physics we place limits on
supersymmetric mass spectra.

These models span a range of parameters, and the limits on intermediate and final state masses
illustrate the reach of this analysis for most new physics scenarios with multiple leptons in
the final state. Although we have chosen specific SUSY models to interpret our results, the
masses and couplings from many other SUSY or non-supersymmetric new physics models
can be translated into the framework of the models discussed here, and the limits applied to
those models. The sensitivity of the analysis was further demonstrated by placing a limit on
BR(t ! ch).
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• h ! WW⇤ ! `n`n,
• h ! tt,
• h ! ZZ⇤ ! jj``, nn``, ````.

If the other top quark in the tt̄ pair undergoes t ! bW with W ! `n decay, up to five leptons
can be produced.

For the generation of the signal, we simulated tt̄ production events with one top quark de-
caying to Wb and the other decaying to ch. We assume mh = 126 GeV with standard model
branching ratios. The signal events were generated using MADGRAPH with the tt̄ NNLO pro-
duction cross-section s(pp ! tt̄) = 245.8 pb for 8 TeV [34].1 The Higgs boson was decayed
exclusively to the modes listed above. In total, we generated 500,000 events to ensure sufficient
signal population in the multi-lepton channels used in this search.

We find that the signal predominantly populates channels that have three leptons (no hadronic
tau), no OSSF pair or an OSSF pair off Z, and a b-tag. The the most sensitive channels are given
in Table 6. No significant excess is observed.

OSSF pair Nthad Emiss
T [GeV] HT [GeV] Nb-jets data background signal

below Z 0 50–100 0–200 � 1 48 48 ± 23 9.5 ± 2.3
n/a 0 50–100 0–200 � 1 29 26 ± 13 5.9 ± 1.3

below Z 0 0–50 0–200 � 1 34 42 ± 11 5.9 ± 1.2
n/a 0 0–50 0–200 � 1 29 23 ± 10 4.3 ± 1.1

below Z 0 50–100 > 200 � 1 10 9.9 ± 3.7 3.0 ± 1.1
below Z 0 0–50 > 200 � 1 5 10 ± 2.5 2.8 ± 0.8
below Z 0 50–100 0–200 0 142 125 ± 27 9.7 ± 2.1

n/a 1 0–50 0–200 � 1 237 240 ± 113 13.1 ± 2.6
n/a 0 50–100 0–200 0 35 38 ± 15 4.3 ± 1.1

above Z 0 0–50 0–200 � 1 17 18 ± 6.7 2.8 ± 0.8

Table 6: The ten most sensitive signal regions for t ! ch along with the number of observed,
background, and expected signal events (assuming BR(t ! ch) = 1 %), ordered by sensitivity.
All signal regions shown have exactly three selected leptons. The results are binned Emiss

T , HT,
the presence of a b-tag or hadronic tau, and – if applicable – the OSSF pair invariant mass with
respect to the Z window.

Using the same procedure as for the other models, we obtain an observed limit of BRobs
95 %(t !

ch) = 1.28 % which corresponds to a bound on the top-charm flavor violating Higgs Yukawa

couplings of
q
|lh

tc|2 + |lh
ct|2 < 0.21. The expected limit is BRexp

95 %(t ! ch) = (1.17+0.56
�0.32)%. This

is a significant improvement over the limit inferred in [33] from CMS multilepton results[18]
with 5 fb�1 at 7 TeV.

To facilitate interpretation in a broader context [35], we also provide limits on BR(t ! ch) from
individual Higgs decay modes. For this purpose, we assume the SM branching ratio for the
126 GeV Higgs decay mode under consideration, and ignore other decay modes. Table 7 shows
the results. This illustrates the sensitivity of this search for the t ! ch decay in each of the
Higgs decay modes.

1To obtain more conservative results, the cross-section was reduced by 1s = 10.5 pb. This applies to all results
derived in this section.
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7 TeV paper contained doubly charged Higgs exclusion limits

RIVET code for 7 TeV analysis is available - very easy to apply to Monte Carlo 
generation of any model          
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 Updates are coming - Watch this space

ATLAS: PRD 87, 052002 (2013) CMS: Eur.Phys.J. C72 (2012) 2189
DCH exclusion is also done by CMS, 7TeV

http://rivet.hepforge.org/analyses%23ATLAS_2012_I1204447
http://rivet.hepforge.org/analyses%23ATLAS_2012_I1204447
http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevD.87.052002
http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevD.87.052002
http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+eprint+1207.2666
http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+eprint+1207.2666
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second - more focused (model-dependent) search

Excited leptons: ATLAS (8TeV)  New J. Phys. 15 (2013) 093011; CMS (7TeV) Phys.Lett. B720 (2013) 309

LRSM, WR, heavy neutrinos: ATLAS(7 TeV) Eur.Phys.J. C72 (2012) 2056; , CMS(8 TeV) CMS-PAS-EXO-12-017

Majorana neutrinos: both 7 TeV (backup)

Heavy fermion triplet: ATLAS(8 TeV) ATLAS-CONF-2013-019 , CMS(7 TeV)  Phys.Lett. B718 (2012) 348

http://iopscience.iop.org/1367-2630/15/9/093011/
http://iopscience.iop.org/1367-2630/15/9/093011/
http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+eprint+1210.2422
http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+eprint+1210.2422
http://www.springerlink.com/content/33550g4234461q5p/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/33550g4234461q5p/
http://cds.cern.ch/record/1460445?ln=en
http://cds.cern.ch/record/1460445?ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1525526
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1525526
http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+eprint+1210.1797
http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+eprint+1210.1797
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CMS, 7TeV, 5 fb-1 :
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Figure 6. Exclusion limits in the compositeness scale (Λ) vs excited-lepton mass (mℓ∗)
parameter space for the electron (a) and muon (b) channels. The filled area is excluded
at 95% CL. No limits are set in the dark shaded region mℓ∗ > Λ where the model is
not applicable.

8. Conclusions

The results of a search for excited electrons and excited muons with the ATLAS detector

at the LHC are reported, using a sample of
√
s = 8 TeV pp collisions corresponding to an

integrated luminosity of 13 fb−1. The observed data are consistent with SM background

expectations. An upper limit is set at 95% CL on the cross section times branching
ratio σB(ℓ∗ → ℓγ) as a function of the excited-lepton mass. For mℓ∗ ≥ 0.8 TeV, the

respective limits on σB are 0.75 fb and 0.90 fb for the e∗ and µ∗ searches. These upper

limits are converted into lower bounds on the compositeness scale Λ. In the special case

where Λ = mℓ∗ , excited-electron and excited-muon masses below 2.2 TeV are excluded.
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8. Conclusions

The results of a search for excited electrons and excited muons with the ATLAS detector

at the LHC are reported, using a sample of
√
s = 8 TeV pp collisions corresponding to an

integrated luminosity of 13 fb−1. The observed data are consistent with SM background

expectations. An upper limit is set at 95% CL on the cross section times branching
ratio σB(ℓ∗ → ℓγ) as a function of the excited-lepton mass. For mℓ∗ ≥ 0.8 TeV, the

respective limits on σB are 0.75 fb and 0.90 fb for the e∗ and µ∗ searches. These upper

limits are converted into lower bounds on the compositeness scale Λ. In the special case

where Λ = mℓ∗ , excited-electron and excited-muon masses below 2.2 TeV are excluded.
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Excited leptons: I

Contact Interaction (single production/decay)

The coupling of the excited fermions to ordinary quarks and
leptons can be described by Contact Interactions (CI) with the
e↵ective four-fermion lagrangian.
(U. Baur, M. Spira, P. M. Zerwas, Phys. Rev. D 42, 815 (1990))

LCI =
g2

2⇤2

jµjµ,

where jµ is the fermion current
jµ = ⌘Lf̄L�µfL + ⌘0L f̄

⇤
L �µf

⇤
L +

⌘00L f̄
⇤
L �µfL + h.c.+ (L ! R)

✓
conventional reference point:
⌘L = +1, ⌘R = 0, g2 = 4⇡

◆

=) � ⇠ |⌘|2
⇤

4

.

Here ⇤ is the compositeness scale.

Exotics meeting: Piyali Banerjee 4/15

Excited leptons: II

Gauge Interaction

Gauge mediated transitions between ordinary and excited fermions
can be described by
(U. Baur, M. Spira, P. M. Zerwas, Phys. Rev. D 42, 815 (1990))

LEW =
1

2⇤
f̄ ⇤R�

µ⌫

✓
gs fs

�a

2
G a
µ⌫ + gf

⌧

2
Wµ⌫

+ g 0f 0
Y

2
Bµ⌫

◆
fL + h.c.,

G a
µ⌫ , Wµ⌫ and Bµ⌫ are the field strength ten-

sors of the gluon, the SU(2) and U(1) gauge
fields respectively; fs , f and f 0 are parame-
ters of order one.

=) � ⇠ |f |2
⇤

2

,
Branching ratios de-
pend on f , f 0, m⇤.

ATLAS: New J. Phys. 15 (2013) 093011
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Figure 3. Distributions of the ℓγ invariant mass (mℓγ) for the electron (a) and
muon (b) channels after requiring the dilepton mass to satisfy mℓℓ > 110 GeV.
Combinations with both the leading and subleading leptons are shown. The binned
results of exponential fits are used for all backgrounds. The background uncertainty
corresponds to the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The last bin contains the sum of all entries with mℓγ > 875 GeV. Signal predictions
for three different values of the excited-lepton mass (mℓ∗) with a compositeness scale
(Λ) of 10 TeV are also shown.
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Figure 4. Distributions of the ℓℓγ invariant mass (mℓℓγ) for the electron (a) and
muon (b) channels after requiring the dilepton mass to satisfy mℓℓ > 110 GeV. The
binned results of exponential fits are used for the Z + γ, Z + jets, tt̄ and W + γ + jets
backgrounds. The background uncertainty combining the statistical and systematic
uncertainties is displayed as the hatched area. The last bin contains the sum of all
events with mℓℓγ > 1350 GeV. Signal predictions for three different values of the
excited-lepton mass (mℓ∗) with a compositeness scale (Λ) of 10 TeV are also shown.

e* →eγ µ* →µγ
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LRSM : 
SUC (3) ⊗ SUL (2) ⊗ SUR (2) ⊗ U(1): 

W±R , Z’, N1, N2, N3 

ATLAS: 7 TeV, 2.1 fb-1(Majorana & Dirac)

CMS 8 TeV, 3.6 fb-1

2 leptons + 2 jets
pT(ℓ𝓁)>60,40GeV, 
pT(jet)>40GeV
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Figure 1: Production of a heavy neutrino N↵ corresponding to lepton flavour ↵, where the final state
contains SS leptons. If lepton flavour is conserved ↵ = �, otherwise ↵ , �. The W produced from the N
decay is on-shell and, in this case, decays hadronically.

In this analysis, the µµ, ee and eµ channels are studied where the eµ channel requires explicit lepton153

flavour violation.154

Limits at 90 % CL are have been presented by a recent study of EW precision data [32]:

|VeN |2 < 0.003, |VµN |2 < 0.003, |V⌧N |2 < 0.006, |VeNVµN | < 3.5 ⇥ 10�4

respectively for heavy neutrino masses:

mNe & O(m⇡), mNµ & O(m⇤), mN⌧ & O(m⌧), mNe�µ & 100 GeV.

Furthermore the most stringent limits on the electron-type heavy neutrino sector are set from experiments
that aim to measure neutrinoless double beta decay. This is possible because, for a neutrino mass which
is high compared to the energy scale of the process, the contribution to the cross-section scales as:

������⌃m0
Vl1Nm0Vl2Nm0

mNm0

������

2

. (7)

For mNe � 1 GeV the current limit is [?]:

⌃m0

���VeNm0
���2

mNm0
< 5 ⇥ 10�5 TeV�1

1.2 Left-Right Symmetric Model155

The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM) is a GUT-inspired extension of the SM Lagrangian to a gauge156

symmetry of higher order represented by S U(3)C⇥S U(2)L⇥S U(2)R⇥U(1)B�L, where left and right chiral157

fields are treated equally. B � L corresponds to the conserved di↵erence between baryon (B) and lepton158

(L) quantum numbers in high energy processes. An especially attractive mass generation mechanism for159

the known neutrinos involves the three new right-handed neutrino fields and a triplet of Higgs fields that160

gives rise to doubly-charged physical Higgses [29]. This is the mechanism implemented in the LRSM161

used as a theoretical guide in the presented search for WR, ZR and N [30].162

CMS-PAS-EXO-12-017

4

Table 1: Observed events from data and the expected contribution from signal and background
samples after different stages of the selection requirements are applied. The specific back-
ground contributions from tt, Z+jets and QCD multijet processes are included, with all other
SM backgrounds collected in the final column. For comparison, the ”Signal” column indicates
the expected contribution for MWR = 1800 GeV, with MNµ = 900 GeV. The systematic un-
certainties for the background expectation given in Table 2 are derived for the final stage of
selection. Earlier selection stages are likely to have greater uncertainty.

Electron Channel
Selection Stage Data Signal Total Bkgd tt Z+jets QCD Other
Two electron, two jets 8807 61 8943 968 7821 8 146
e1 pT > 60 GeV 6054 61 5905 767 5014 3 121
Mee > 200 GeV 310 59 296 199 75 3 20
Meejj > 600 GeV 144 59 ± 12 135 ± 30 83 ± 18 43 ± 23 2 ± 1 9 ± 3

Muon Channel
Selection Stage Data Signal Total Bkgd tt Z+jets QCD Other
Two muons, two jets 10333 75 10016 968 8830 3 215
µ1 pT > 60 GeV 7058 75 6873 767 5933 2 171
Mµµ > 200 GeV 352 72 294 199 71 0.7 23
Mµµjj > 600 GeV 144 72 ± 13 130 ± 24 83 ± 17 35 ± 17 0.7 ± 0.4 11 ± 4

We summarize the observed and expected number of events surviving our selection require-
ments in Table 1, highlighting the specific contributions from tt, Z+jets, multijet, and all other
SM background processes, and present the M``jj distribution for events passing all selection
criteria in Fig. 1. The data are in good agreement with expectations from the standard model.
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Figure 1: Four-object mass distribution for eejj (left) and µµjj (right) events surviving event
selection criteria, neglecting the M`` requirement, using the collision data collected in 2012.
The QCD and other minor SM backgrounds (e.g. diboson) are combined into a single “Other”
category, and the signal mass point MWR = 1800 GeV, MN`

= 900 GeV, is included for com-
parison. The uncertainty in the data/MC ratio includes the statistical uncertainty on both the
reconstructed events in data as well as the background expectation.
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution of the N± candidates, Z(``)`0, in the signal region, for data (black
points), and the expected total background (solid histograms). The rightmost bins in the histograms
include overflow events.

Table 4: The product of the signal acceptance and e�ciency (including B(Z ! ``)) for each simulated
mass point.

mN [ GeV] A"
100 0.0006
120 0.0091
160 0.012
200 0.011
300 0.010
500 0.006

Table 5: The expected and observed event yields inside and outside of each mass bin, where the uncer-
tainties include both statistical and systematic added in quadrature.

mN Expected Events (Inside signal mass bin) Observed Signal Outside signal mass bin
(GeV) ZZ Z+jets VVV tt̄V Total Events Events Expected Observed Signal only

120 5.0 ± 0.4 < 1.7 0.05 ± 0.05 0.16 ± 0.08 5.7 ± 1.7 4 17.8 ± 1.2 14.5 ± 1.3 15 2.8 ± 0.5
160 2.2 ± 0.2 < 0.4 0.05 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.05 2.5 ± 0.5 3 7.6 ± 0.5 16.1 ± 0.2 16 2.9 ± 0.3
200 0.85 ± 0.07 <0.15 0.03 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.03 1.0 ± 0.2 1 1.0 ± 0.1 18.9 ± 1.3 18 0.6 ± 0.1
300 0.28 ± 0.03 <0.15 0.02 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.4 ± 0.2 0 0.25 ± 0.02 19.4 ± 1.3 19 0.19 ± 0.02
500 0.03 ± 0.01 <0.02 0.004 ± 0.004 0.006 ± 0.003 0.04 ± 0.04 0 0.015 ± 0.002 19.7 ± 1.3 19 0.059 ± 0.005

7

Table 6: The expected and observed limits on mN obtained using the frequentist method, specified at a
95% confidence level, for six assumed sets of branching fractions.

Mass limit [GeV]
B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥) Expected Observed

1.00 350 350
0.66 326 330
0.33 284 290
0.25 266 280
0.15 240 230

where the lepton can be an electron or a muon. The branching fractions of N0 ! W±`⌥ and N± ! Z`±

depend on mN [19].
The frequentist CLs method is used to determine 95% CL upper limits on the number of events for

each mass bin [54]. The upper limits on �B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥) are determined as a function of
the fermion mass mN , shown in Figure 3. Two theoretical cross section curves are overlaid, corresponding
to maximal (unity) and the predicted values of the product of branching fractions, B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 !
W±`⌥). The predicted value peaks at 0.20 at 135 GeV and asymptotically falls to 0.13 from 500 GeV
onwards [19]. The mass limit on mN is also determined as a function of the product of branching
fractions B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥), shown in Figure 4. In Table 6, lower limits on the mass are
given for several values of B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥).
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Figure 3: The expected (dashed line) and observed (solid line) exclusion limits at 95% confidence level
on �B as a function of the fermion mass mN assuming |Ve| = 0.055, |Vµ| = 0.063 and |V⌧| = 0 and for
B=1 (theory LO). The dark(green) and light (yellow) shaded areas represent the 1 standard deviation
(68% C.L.) and 2 standard deviations (95% CL) limits on the expected, respectively. At mN = 420 GeV,
the probability to have equal to or more than the observed number of events with a background only
hypothesis, p0, is found to be 0.20.

Assuming B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥) = 1, a limit of mN > 350 GeV is expected: the observed
limit is mN > 350 GeV. When B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥) is set to the nominal mass dependent
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Figure 4: The expected (dashed line) and observed (shaded region) upper limits at 95% confidence level
on B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥) versus mN assuming |Ve| = 0.055, |Vµ| = 0.063 and |V⌧| = 0.

values, the expected limit is reduced to mN > 243 GeV, and the observed limit becomes mN > 245 GeV.
At mN = 420 GeV, the probability to have equal to or more than the observed number of events with a
background only hypothesis, p0, is found to be 0.20.

This analysis inclusively searches for heavy fermions decaying into electron and muon final states.
As the electron and muon reconstruction e�ciencies are similar, the limit therefore holds true for cases
where the electron and muon couplings are similar in size. In the case where the tau coupling is non-
negligible, the mass limit from this measurement will be reduced.

6 Conclusions

A search for evidence of Type III Seesaw heavy fermions, manifesting as a trilepton resonance, was
performed using events containing four isolated leptons (muons or electrons) with a reconstructed Z
boson. The dataset used is from pp collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity

of 5.8 fb�1, recorded during 2012 by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. No evidence for pair production
of N±N0 states has been found, and 95% confidence upper limits are set on the production cross section
of N±N0 times the branching fractions of the neutral heavy fermion to W±`⌥ and of the charged heavy
fermion to Z`±. Assuming the Seesaw type III model prediction for the product of branching fractions,
B(N± ! Z`±)B(N0 ! W±`⌥) equal to the mass dependent predicted values, lower bounds on the mass
of the N states are placed at 245 GeV at 95% CL.
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Both experiments have many results on events with many leptons

 probing wide range of models
Model-independent 3 or more lepton searches do not reveal BSM yet

see SUSY and BSM Higgs interpretations
 your model test here ? -  use our RIVET routine for quick results

A number of model-oriented searches are performed :

search for excited leptons
search for right-left SM extension, WR and heavy neutrino
search for heavy lepton triplet
search for Majorana neutrino

and others

 Looking forward to LHC Run 2!
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Both collaborations : 7 TeV
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Figure 1: Production of a heavy neutrino N↵ corresponding to lepton flavour ↵, where the final state
contains SS leptons. If lepton flavour is conserved ↵ = �, otherwise ↵ , �. The W produced from the N
decay is on-shell and, in this case, decays hadronically.

In this analysis, the µµ, ee and eµ channels are studied where the eµ channel requires explicit lepton153

flavour violation.154

Limits at 90 % CL are have been presented by a recent study of EW precision data [32]:

|VeN |2 < 0.003, |VµN |2 < 0.003, |V⌧N |2 < 0.006, |VeNVµN | < 3.5 ⇥ 10�4

respectively for heavy neutrino masses:

mNe & O(m⇡), mNµ & O(m⇤), mN⌧ & O(m⌧), mNe�µ & 100 GeV.

Furthermore the most stringent limits on the electron-type heavy neutrino sector are set from experiments
that aim to measure neutrinoless double beta decay. This is possible because, for a neutrino mass which
is high compared to the energy scale of the process, the contribution to the cross-section scales as:

������⌃m0
Vl1Nm0Vl2Nm0

mNm0

������

2

. (7)

For mNe � 1 GeV the current limit is [?]:

⌃m0

���VeNm0
���2

mNm0
< 5 ⇥ 10�5 TeV�1

1.2 Left-Right Symmetric Model155

The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM) is a GUT-inspired extension of the SM Lagrangian to a gauge156

symmetry of higher order represented by S U(3)C⇥S U(2)L⇥S U(2)R⇥U(1)B�L, where left and right chiral157

fields are treated equally. B � L corresponds to the conserved di↵erence between baryon (B) and lepton158

(L) quantum numbers in high energy processes. An especially attractive mass generation mechanism for159

the known neutrinos involves the three new right-handed neutrino fields and a triplet of Higgs fields that160

gives rise to doubly-charged physical Higgses [29]. This is the mechanism implemented in the LRSM161

used as a theoretical guide in the presented search for WR, ZR and N [30].162

ATLAS-CONF-2012-139
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Figure 6: Observed and expected 95% confidence level limits on the cross section times branching ratio
for the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos as a function of the heavy neutrino mass.

Neutrino mass [GeV] Expected limit [fb] Observed limit [fb]
100 26 28
120 8.2 8.8
140 5.8 6.2
160 4.9 5.4
180 4.1 4.2
200 4.1 4.2
240 3.6 3.8
280 3.5 3.6
300 3.3 3.4

Table 4: Observed and expected 95% confidence level limits on the cross section times branching ratio
for the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos.
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Figure 7: Observed and expected 95% confidence level limits on the coupling parameter |VµN |2 as a
function of the heavy neutrino mass. The observed limits from the CMS search [19] are also shown.
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Figure 2: Invariant mass of the second leading pT lepton and the two leading jets for events
passing the signal selection. The plots show the data, standard model backgrounds, and
three choices for the heavy Majorana-neutrino signal: mN = 80 GeV/c2, |V`N |2 = 0.025,
mN = 130 GeV/c2, |V`N |2 = 0.025, and mN = 210 GeV/c2, |V`N |2 = 0.25. (a) Distributions
for µ±µ± events; (b) distributions for e±e± events.
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Figure 3: Exclusion region at 95% CL in the square of the heavy Majorana-neutrino mixing
parameter as a function of the heavy Majorana-neutrino mass: (a) |VµN|2 vs mN; (b) |VeN|2
vs. mN. The long-dashed black line is the expected upper limit, with one and two standard-
deviation bands shown in dark green and light yellow, respectively. The solid red line is the
observed upper limit, and is very close to the expected limit such that the two curves almost
overlap. Also shown are the upper limits from L3 [14] and DELPHI [15]. The regions above the
exclusion lines are ruled out at 95% CL.

find |VµN|2 < 0.07 and |VeN|2 < 0.22. At mN = 210 GeV we find |VµN|2 < 0.43, while for |VeN|2
the limit reaches 1.0 at a mass of 203 GeV.

6 Summary

A search for heavy Majorana neutrinos in µ±µ± and e±e± events has been performed using a
set of data corresponding to 5.0 fb�1 of pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. No
excess of events beyond the standard model background prediction is found. Upper limits at
the 95% CL are set on the square of the heavy Majorana-neutrino mixing parameter, |V`N|2, for
` = e, µ, as a function of heavy Majorana-neutrino mass, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). For
mN = 90 GeV the limits are |VµN|2 < 0.07 and |VeN|2 < 0.22. At mN = 210 GeV the limits are
|VµN|2 < 0.43, while for |VeN|2 the limit reaches 1.0 at a mass of 203 GeV. These are the first
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find |VµN|2 < 0.07 and |VeN|2 < 0.22. At mN = 210 GeV we find |VµN|2 < 0.43, while for |VeN|2
the limit reaches 1.0 at a mass of 203 GeV.

6 Summary

A search for heavy Majorana neutrinos in µ±µ± and e±e± events has been performed using a
set of data corresponding to 5.0 fb�1 of pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. No
excess of events beyond the standard model background prediction is found. Upper limits at
the 95% CL are set on the square of the heavy Majorana-neutrino mixing parameter, |V`N|2, for
` = e, µ, as a function of heavy Majorana-neutrino mass, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). For
mN = 90 GeV the limits are |VµN|2 < 0.07 and |VeN|2 < 0.22. At mN = 210 GeV the limits are
|VµN|2 < 0.43, while for |VeN|2 the limit reaches 1.0 at a mass of 203 GeV. These are the first
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